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The bigger cranes bring benefits

RMG CRANE IN AUSTRALIA
The new cranes provided by
Crane Manufacturers
WEIHUA to the Australia
Score Group raised capacity

favor of Score group. As one of the top material

to a new level.

assured the quality of our products, WEIHUA has

As a developed country, Australia
is one of the wealthiest in the
world, with the world’s 12th

handling solution provider in China, WEIHUA has
already explored the international market for
years. In order to make the world customers
various of our products such as, overhead crane,
gantry crane, EOT crane and electric hoist
certified and gets the CE certification.

largest economy. In 2014,

Crane service differentiates Crane Manufacturers

Australia had the fifth highest per

WEIHUA. We win Scores’ favor not only by our CE

capita income and the second

crane products but also by our unbeatable crane

highest human development index

services. As a technology and people oriented

in the world. As such a developed

Crane Company, WEIHUA is determined to

country, Australia has a very strict

provide global customers the optimal material

and high standards to Particular

handling equipment to their applications and we

Machinery, such as, Rail Mounted

provide overall crane services including crane

Gantry Crane, the material

consultation, crane design, production,

handling equipment to ensure the

installation, crane maintenance and

safety of their people. Crane

modernization, etc.

Manufacturers WEIHUA has been
there in Australia for years to
provide Australian clients optimal
material handling solutions with
the unbeatable crane services.

“Score Group plc operates worldwide providing
engineering services across five continents within
a range of sectors which include oil & gas,
nuclear and marine. The Score Group of
companies primarily provide services related to

High quality Rail Mounted Gantry

valves and industrial gas turbines in addition to

Crane with CE certification wins

training, specialist coatings and cell disruptors.

Score was founded in 1982 by

crane engineer recommend European style single

Charles Ritchie in Peterhead in the

girder gantry crane which will satisfy all the lifting

North-East of Scotland providing

requirements of Score Group and the

valve repair and supplying services

specifications are as follow:

for the UK oil & gas industry. Since
the 1980’s Score has been
expanding internationally and now
the group of companies have

Lifting capacity: 5tons
Lifting height: 3.8m
Span: 15.5m

facilities in over thirty countries

Advantages of 5 Ton Rail Mounted Gantry Crane:

worldwide and operate in even

Low clearance, small dimension. Light dead

more. Score Group plc continues

weight. Provide more effective working space.

to be guided by its founder

Importing configuration, Siemens motor,

Charles Ritchie from the group’s

Schneider electrics and France wire rope etc.

headquarters in Scotland. In 2014

Double lifting speed and inverter traveling speed

the Group employs over 1700
people and is deeply committed to
the training of its personnel with
over 300 apprentices employed
within the Group worldwide.”

As the customer require the crane urgently, so
we arranged the production right after the
acceptance of the bank slip. With the cooperation
of Sales Department, Technical Department,
Production Department and Quality Testing

Score needs Crane Manufacturers

Department, we finished the production of the

WEIHUA provide a material

single girder gantry crane in 20 days, which

handling solution to its

makes the customer very satisfied.

warehouse and the detail
dimensions of the warehouse are
provided to WEIHUA. After the
study on the warehouse, our

According to the stipulation from Australia
customs, we packaged the crane with plywood,
SAY NO to the solid wood.

As the gantry crane will be
delivered by 40ft open top
container with the total length
around 11.8m whereas the crane
span is 15.5m, we designed to
manufacture the single girder

installations specifications and electrics drawings.
During the installations, they have little difficulty
in connecting the hoist electrics, so we offered
our electrics engineer’s mobile soon, and let them
talked directly.

gantry crane span into two

Finally, they finished the installations

separate parts with the length of

successfully, and happily sent the installation

11.5m and 4m directly, which will

pictures to us.

be assembled into one whole and
the reliability and safety is
guaranteed.

After the successful installation and
commissioning, the customer hold much more

Once everything finished, we

confidence on us, Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA,

booked the vessel and arranged

and they promised they will offer us more

the container to our factory to load

cooperation’s chance and introduce us to their

the gantry crane. During the

friends.

loading, our logistic department
workers fixed the crane well once it
is loaded.
Customer installed the crane by
themselves according to our

Self-comment: Over 10 years crane working and
exporting experiences, easily help the customer
find the suitable product.

